
PTSAR quiz for 2020-04-04 

For this “quiz” we will be using the Maine Atlas and Gazetteer Mine is the 32nd edition 
copy write 2011. Note if you use the PDF maps provided there may be slight 
differences. 

1. What Map datum does the Maine Atlas and Gazetteer use? 

2. What is the map Scale? And what does that mean? 

3. What is the contour interval? 

 

It is early February and your group decides to hike Mt. Kineo Map 41 A-1. The lake has 
at least 2’ of ice with little or no snow cover. The weather is predicted to be in the 20s 
with snow showers predicted for later in the day. Currently the wind is calm and visibility 
is unlimited. From the boat launch at Rockwood you can see the point of land where the 
old hotel used to be and currently identified on the map as Kineo CG. You walk across 
the lake, and reach the summit without incident. You descend down the north east side 
and end up back on the frozen lake in the southern end of North Cove near the “U” in 
Mount Kineo (if you have the same edition as I do). The weather is starting to pick up 
with light snow. You follow the shore and end up back at the point marked at Kineo CG. 
It is now snowing hard with zero visibility. 

Questions: 

1. What is your magnetic bearing to get back to the boat launch? Assume a 16° West 
declination 

2. What bearing will you actually follow? 

3. How far is it from Kineo CG to the boat launch? 

4. How long do you estimate it will take to get to the boat launch? 

5. What is the Lat/Lon of Kineo CG? 

6. What is the Lat/Lon of the boat launch? 

Bonus question what would you back azimuth from the boat launch back to Kineo CG 
be? 

 

Refer to Map 10 C-1 in the bottom right corner locate Mountain Rd. Follow Mtn. Road 
until is changes to a trail. Follow the trail to its end. 

1. What is the Lat/Lon for the end of the trail? 

2. What is the elevation at that point? 



3. What is the magnetic bearing from the end of the trail to the summit of Palmer Mtn? 

4. What is the distance from the end of the trail to the summit of Palmer Mtn? 

5. How long will it take you to hike that distance? 

6. What is your bearing back to the end of the trail? 

7. What bearing would you actually follow? 

 

 

 


